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NASPO GEMS
PROBITY MEANS GOOD PROCESS
JOHN NADLER’S THOUGHTS
This issue of The RFP Report deals with three topics.
TheNationalAssociationofStateProcurementOfficers ~
is a non~profit
association dedicated to strengthening the procurement community through education, research,
and communication. It is made up of the directors of the central purchasing offices in each of the
50 states, the District of Columbia and the territories of the United States.
Many of its members have great procurement web sites, containing valuable information. Many of
these sites present highly innovative approaches, based on their experiences and developed at
great expense. We have reviewed many of these sites and have identified some of the best, in
terms of RFP information and best practices.
PROBlTYmeansGoodProcess Some public sector bodies, in order to ensure that the RFP
process can survive public scrutiny, employ a Procurement Officer on the team. In ~some
jurisdictions, this person is called a Fairness Monitor. In Australia, the term used is “Probity
Auditor”. This article deals with a I 2~page“best practices” guide for “good process”.
JOHN NADLER’S THOUGHTS John is State Procurement Administrator for the State of Arizona
and President~Electof NASPO. John is an ardent campaigner for procurement reform and his
articles are both easy to read and thought~provoking.We have included several of John’s recent
articles in this issue.
WANTED: ORGANIZATIONS TO POST The RFP Report ON THEIR WEB SITES FOR THEIR
USERS/CLIENTS

We are looking for a partner to help increase the distribution of The RFP Report. We are now in
our tenth year of publication. One of our goals in the last few years has been to increase the
number of readers. We are looking for associations or organizations that would like to make this
publication available to its clients/users/members from its web site. For a nominal fee, we will
grant your organization the right to publish this product on your web site each quarter.
To learn more about this, give me a call or drop me a note.
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State of Alaska, Procurement Section
Vern Jones, Chief Procurement Officer
Email: vernjones@admin~state~ak~us
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The state of Alaska has produced some great documents to
help with the RFP process. Their “Purchasing Documents”
page has word and pdf files for 46 documents.
Advice of Change
Notice of Intent to Award
Advice of Change Continuation
PIM Index
Appendix B I
PIMs Procurement Information
Appendix B2
Messages
Authorityto Seek Professional Svcs
Preferences REP & Informal
Certification Program Description
Proposal
Document
Preferences- ITB & REQ
Contract Award
Provisional Certification Application
Contract Award Continuation
Purchase Order
Copier Evaluation Form
Procurement Report
Delegation of Authority
Purchase Requisition
Delivery Order
Purchase Requisition Continuation
Delivery Order Continuation
Request for Alternate Procurement
Formal Procurement Matrix
REP Evaluator’s Guide
u~ ~How
http://www~state~ak~us/local/akpages/ADMlN/dgs/policy~htm
to do Business Guide
REP Written Determination
ITB High Technology Ts & Cs*
REP Shell
ITB ~Informational Amendment
RFQ~Request for Quotations*
ITB Invitationto Bid Face Page
RFQ~Hi Tech boileiplate*
ITB Invitationto Bid Body
Small Procurement Matrix
lTD Amendment (Mandatory
Standard Agreement Form for
Return)
Professional Services
ITE Bid Log
Standard Agreement Form
ITH Standard Terms & Conditions*
(Amendment)
ITB Written Determinations
Standard Contract Form for Goods
Level I Procurement Manual
and Non Professional Services
Negotiated Bid Abstract
Standard Contract Form
NomConflict ofInterest Statement
(Amendment)
~-
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The author makes no claim about the
appropriateness, correctness, or legal
consequences of these examples orsample RFP5.
Competent legal advice should be obtained to

“Formal Procurement Matrix” identifies essential information for
procurements depending on the value of the contract. This
information includes the following:

reviewyour Request For Proposal and the
associated process.

Our Products
Reference Materials
.
e
I

The Request For Proposal Handbook
The RFP Report
A Searchable Library of the Best RFP Practices

Video
Creating A Winning Proposal (1 02 minutes)
,

Our Web Site
wwwproposalsthatwincom

~
~
~
~
~

Minimum Competition Requirements
Forms used by Agency
Public Notice Requirement
Award Method
Keep in Procurement File

“RFP Evaluators Guide” (7 pgs.) describes the role of the
evaluators, It’s written for first4ime evaluators and explains the
process, and the role of the evaluator. It discusses ethical
considerations, legal issues, and conflicts of interest.
Informative and easy~to~read.
“RFP Shell” has been described in detail in Issue #21 May,
1 998. This is a great model RFP. It contains instructions for the
,

procurement officer to help in completion of the draft RFP document, One of the instructions which
I particularly deals with Statement of Work and a twelve year old child:
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I like the way they explain their procurement policies A typical policy statement is 2~4pages,
easy~to~read,
and follows the same format. First, there is a formal statement of the policy. This is
followed by an explanation of the policy, examples of its application, and a detailed description of
any related reporting requirements.
My favorite policy is the one dealing with “Impracticable procurements” those cases where “fair
and open” competition is not warranted, for example when you require an internationaIIy~
recognized expert on a topic as a keynote speaker. The policy statement is, in fact, a tutorial on
impracticable procurements, what they are, how to recognize them, and how to do them, It
includes a definition of “impracticable” as contrasted with “impractical”.
—

California Department of General Services, Procurement Division
Janice King, Acting Assistant Deputy Director
Email: janice~king@dgs~ca~gov
~
California, not unlike many other jurisdictions, is in the midst of major procurement reforms. On
August 30, 2002, the Governor’s Task Force on Contracting and Procurement Review issued its
report. One of their recommendations was to develop standards of conduct for state procurement
and contracting officials, Their 6~pagedraft identifies and establishes the expectations related to
I 9 standards of conduct:

1 Use the appropriate resources.
2 Act for the benefit ofthe State.
3 Seek training opportunities to increase your knowledge and skill level.
4 Routinely review all California laws that pertain to conflicts of interest and ethics in government, to ensure you are aware of
changes and conduct business in accordance with the laws.
5 Read, understand and comply with your department’s incompatible activity policy and other standard of conduct

6 File a FPPC Form 700 Disclosure ofEconomic Interests, provided you are required to do so, in accordance with filing
procedures.
7 Avoid conflicts of interest.
8 Consult with your supervisor immediately if you are uncertain whether you may be violating a standard ofconduct or an
ethical obligation.
9 Report to the appropriate person in your chain of command any requests to conduct work or provide goods/services in the
absence ofa contract/order or anything that is contrary, or in addition, to the contract terms.
10 Conduct the State’s business in an honest and impartial manner.
1 1 Consistent with the requirements of the law, policy and common sense, maintain confidentiality in both written and verbal
communications.
I 2 Refine special favors and gifts from people who engage in or who are seeking to engage in business with the State.
13 Avoid any outside employment or activity that interferes with your ability to perform your State job.
14 Report the involvement of a spouse, relative or a friend in a transaction on which you are working, to the appropriate
~ person in your chain of command.
I 5 Request immediate assistance from your supervisor you believe that any aspect of your assignment is beyond your
understanding or ability.
I 6 If you are a supervisor, routinely assess the training needs of your staff.
1 7 Supervisors, managers and executives must be able to resolve contracting and procurement issues effectively and ethically
and must refrain from exercising any pressure on staff that could be perceived as trying to influence an inappropriate course of
action or outcome.
18 Supervisors and managers must ensure that they immediately inform executive management oftheir department when
procurement and contracting problems (or potential problems) could cause undue expense or waste, discredit and/or
embarrassment to the department in particular or to the State government in general.
1 9 Executive management in all departmentsthat engage in procurement or contracting is responsible for maintaining a
positive and supportive work environment that fosters efficient and ethical procurement and contracting.
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Denls La, Director of State Purchasing
Louisiana Offics of Stats Purchasing
Email: disa@doa.state.ia.us
I~t4a.flanaait .laa slain Ia
.
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The State has developed a 28-page RFP Manual that contains more than 20 exhibits arid.

attachments dealing wfth a wIde variety of RFP Issues. Many of these documents can be used In
otherjurisdlctions wfth lIttle modIficatIon. For example, Exhibft5 RFP RevIew Questions contaIns
aI~oijt35 questIons which can be used to determine an RFP’s clarity and completeness. These
questIons deal wfth the Statement of Work, Evaluation Factors, and Proposal Instructions. Here Is
a complete list of the ExhIbits and Attachments:
—

.

.

*Exhjbft I ACt 692
*Exhjbft 2 RFP directive
*Exhjbft 3 ~Agency Request for RFP
*Exhibft 4 RFP Format Boilerplate
*~xj~lbft
4A Federal Clauses used when
fediral funds are Involved
-

*Exhlbft 14 Questions to Check Proposers

-

References

-

-

*Exhlbft 45 ~Cooperative Purchase
*Exhlbft C Insurance RequIrements
*Exhlbft 4D Genedc Contract
*Exhlbft 5 ~RFP Review Questions for SPO
and EvaluatIon Commfttee
*Exhlbft 6 Evaluation Commfttee Member
Instructions
*E~hIbft7 Letterto EvaluatIon Committee
memberconcunlng with no conflictof interest
-

-

-

-

and confidentiality
*Exhlbft 8A Financial Evaluation Model
*~J~lbft
8B ~Financial Evaluation Model
*Exhlbft 9 Advertisement and Notice to
Bidders
*Exhlbft 10 Addendum sentafter pmproposal conference to all that received

-

.

*Exhlbft 15A Committee recommendation
letterfrom Agency Project Leader to Agency
Management
*Exhlbft 15B Award recommendation letter
from agency management to SPO
*Exhlbft 15C SPO recommendation letter
to Assistant Director
*Exhlbft 16 Intentto Award Letter
*Exj~ftjftP~
NOtlO~01 Rewet Letter
*Exhlbft 18 Debriefing TopIcs
*Exhlbft 19 Public Records Request Letter
-

-

-

-

-

-

toVendor
*ExJ~Ibft20 Letter to Requesting Vendor
-

for Public Records
*Exhlblt 21A Contract Pertormance
Evaluation
: ~
21B Contract Pertormance
Evaluation
*Exhlbft 22. Steps of Evaluation Process
*Attachment I RFP Order of Events
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*Att~m~n~
II RFP Buyer Checidlst
*Atta~j~m~
Ill Act 692 RFP
-

pm~

..

*Exhlblt I I Respondent’s lettersent after
proposalopening before competitive range Is
established
*Exhlbft 12 Clarification letterafter
proposalopening before competitive range.Is
established
*Ej~jbft13 Letter to Schedule Oral
-

.

-

-

Presentations

6.

-

RequIrements
*Afta~hme~fl
IV cmecldlstfor Agency
Project Leader ChecklIst
-

Ellen Phillips, Director
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Operational Services Division

Email: Ellen~Phillips@osd~state~ma~us

http:llmass~gov/portaI/indexJsp?pagelD=agcc&agid=osd&agca=cp&agcc=cp~options
Several years ago, they produced a Procurement Policies and Procedures Handbook which
includes step~by~stepprocurement instructions explaining procurement concepts, policies,

processes, and guidelines to departments, procurement staff and the bidder community. (Version
07/20/2000). This 341 ~pagebook deals with the entire procurement process and is a source of
lots of good information, not only about RFPs, but about negotiations, and contract administration.
Their definition of “best value” is worth repeating:
The Operational Services Division follows a best va’ue procurement phflosophy. This means it is in the best interest

of the Commonwealth for solicitation evaluation criteria to measure factors beyond cost. No one wants to save money
on unit cost while encountering higher costs due to factors such as inferiorquality, poor reliability, or complex
administrative processes. A best value procurement should:
S

Suppo~required pertormance outcomes through a procurement process that obtains desired results in the

most efficient and effective manner.
.

I

S

.

Generate the best quality and economic value by considering factors such as quality, options and
incentives, or a longer life span. Even if the initial expenditure is higher, considering the total value over the
life of the, procurement may result in a better value and long~terminvestment of public funds.
Be timely by achieving results within the required timeframe. Best value isdefeated if the procurement
process is cumbersome and inefficient.
Minimize the burden on administrative resources of both procuring departments and contractors. A
department should devote staff and administrative resources proportionate to the complexity, priority and cost
of a procurement.
Expedite simple purchases that present little systemic risk by following expedited procedures, and

allow eligible departments with the appropriate delegation authority to process all completed solicitations and
contracts up to a specified dollar level without secondary transaction approvals.
I

Allow flexibility in developing alternative procurement and business relationships such

as the use of

buying groups or longer-term relationships with contractors, as in multi-year contracting.
.

Encourage competition and the positive benefits it achieves in pricing, quality, customer service and public
benefit, Fostering healthy competition ensures that bidders will continue to strive for excellence in identifying
and meeting department needs.

.

Encourage the participation of quality vendors to do business with the Commonwealth, including
small, minorityand women~ownedbusiness (M/WBE~enterprises, firms owned by socially, physically or

economically disadvantaged individuals, and contractors who provide environmentajjy~pgeferableDroducts
and services (EPPs). If procurements are seen as too costly or too restrictive, vendors may be deterred from
bidding and competition could be decreased, shrinking thepool of available quality vendors.
.

Support Commonwealth and department procurement planning by seeking out the advice of OSD’s

Procurement Management Teams to identify other departments with comparable needs or existing contracts.
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Walter Bikowitz, Director

New York State Procurement Services Group
Email: customer~services@ogs~state~ny~us
http:/Iwww~ogs~state~ny.
us/procurecounc/defaultasp

Chapter VII of Procurement Guidelines (Revised/Reissued) March 2001 deals with RFPs. In about
50 pages, organized into six sections, they cover the process. And they do it well, transmitting
large amounts of direction and advice to the reader. The document identifies both essential and
optional policies and procedures. Each essential element is coded with an “(M)”, and the optional
ones with “OM”.
Using a Request for Proposal
Table of Contents
K. Development of Evaluation

L

Introduction

IL Procurement Objectives and
Policies Governing the Process
A. State’s Minimum Essential
Obligations to Offerers
B. State’s Reserved Rights

Instrument
L. Proposal Evaluation
M. Contract Award
N. Contract Monitoring

A. Overall RFP Contents
B. Minimum Essential RFP Contents
C. RFP Development Guidelines

Ill. Administration of the Procurement
Process
A.
B.
C.
0.

Contract Reporter
Potential Offerers
Notice to Prospective Offerers
Issuing the RFP

E.

Questions/Agency Response

F. Pre~BidConference

G. Notice of Intent to Bid

A. Minimum Essential Proposal
Evaluation Elements
B. Proposal Evaluation Process and
Methodology Alternatives
VI. Awarding and Negotiating a Contract

H. Communication Strategies with
Offerers
I. Proposal Due Date

A. Awarding a Contract
B. Negotiating a Contract

J, Certification Listing

Requirements for Control Agency
Review and Approval

C. Completing the Documentation

Section II, deals with procurement objectives and policy. In this section, they identify 1 1 essential
obligations to offerers, and 9 rights that the state reserves. While other sections of this document
are more detailed, the section reproduced below is typical of the style and format found
throughout the document.

IL PROCUREMENT OBJECTWES AND POLICIES GOVERNINGTHE PROCESS
Procurements of goods and services are not ends in themselves, Instead, the State’s acquisition process aims to acquire
commodities, services and technology to enable State agencies to fulfill their respective programmatic missions.

A. STATE’S M1MMUM ESSENTIAL OBLIGATIONS TO OFFERERS
(M) State acquisitions of services and technology to fulfill programmatic needs and to provide the State with the “best value”
must ensure open and fair competition in which offerers of goods and services are accorded the following:
(M) I The State shall make every reasonable effort to apprise offerers of solicitation opportunities which could include, but not
.

be limited to:

~.I

,

*:d

Notifications in the State’s Contract Reporter;
Mailings to industry associations;

~I
~

.

~1

Notifications to known offerers;
Mailing lists maintained by OGS and other State agencies;
Contact with the Department ofEconomic Development to determine known M/WBE
offerers;

(ISI) 2. Requests For Proposals (RFPs) shall set forth generic specifications or requirements that define the services or
technologies needed but may not, knowingly, favor a particular offerer, product or service offering;
(M) 3 The REP shall specify the required qualifications of offerers and the mandatory contract terms and conditions;
.

(M) 4. All information concerning the solicitation shall be conveyed in writing to all offerers participating in the process
including, but not limited to:

~I
~I

Answers to offerer inquiries;
RFP clarifications and amendments;
Process rules;
Evaluation criteria;

~j
~j

(M) 5 Any changes to the FTP and/or the rules of the procurement shall be communicated, in writing, to each offerer
participating in the process;
.

~M) 6. The agency shall maintain a Procurement Record which documents all decisions regarding the procurement process,
particularly the quantification of the application ofcriteria to determine an award based on best value; or where not quantifiable,
the justification which demonstrates that best value will be achieved;
(M) 7. Evaluation criteria and methodology shall be completed and secured prior to initial receipt of proposals;
(M) 8. The overall evaluation criteria shall not be altered afier opening the proposals, with the exception ofminor changes and
only ifthe modifications arejustified and evidence presented to ensure that the changes would not materially benefit or
disadvantage an offerer;
(M) 9. Offerers shall be apprised of the relative importance or weight ofthe cost criterion compared with the overall non~cost
criterion;

(M) 10, The evaluation criteria shall be applied equally and uniformly in the evaluation of proposals;

(1%1) 1 1 All offerers shall be notified as to whether they are successful or unsuccessful, Upon request, an unsuccessful offerer
should be provided a debriefing as soon as possible after selection of the successful offerer, as to why its proposal was
.

unsuccessful.
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the British Navy as the 40 Thieves. They were unsafe and dangerous. Planks in
the hulls often separated during rough seas, leaving large gaps below the
waterline. Captains learned to use sails as “diapers” over the hull to keep the
water out, Many of these ships sank in rough seas, taking hundreds of sailors to
their deaths, Many sailors risked the firing squad to avoid conscription and went
AWOL at the first opportunity. Who has the moral high ground? The
shipbuilders who made their fortunes building unsafe ships? Purchasing agents?

Or should we blame the sailors who violated their military code, risking prison or
death to avoid serving on the death trap ships.
In both of these examples, government officials fully complied with the laws and
regulations while “customers” committed the violations, General Patton violated
government inventory and purchasing regulations to protect his troops and win
the war. Our English sailors violated the Articles of War to avoid sailing on

dangerous ships. The real culprits, the supply sergeants, purchasing agents and
shipbuilders were in full compliance with the laws.

The next time you are confronted with a particularly challenging procurement
problem are you going to say “no” and cite regulations and policy? Or are you
going to say, “yes we can” and seek a solution that satisfies both your customer
and the law? What good are those socks if they just sit in the warehouse?

OUR PUBLICATIONS CAN BE ORDERED AT:
WWW.PROPOSALSTHATWIN.COM

The Request For Proposal Handbook

I,

A Searchable Library ofBest RFP Practices
From More Than Sixty Jurisdictions (Printed
and e~bookversion)

An Elected Officials Guide to Public
Procurement in Canada

14.

PROBITY means Good Process
RFPs are getting bigger, more complex, often more politicized, and subject to intense scrutiny by
the vendors, the media and the public at large. Some public sector bodies, in order to ensure that
the RFP process can survive public scrutiny, employ a Procurement Officer on the team. In some
jurisdictions, this person is called a Fairness Monitor. For many years, Australia has employed a
Probity Auditor on major procurements. Now, don’t get intimidated by the word “probity”. The
dictionaty defines it as honesty, or proper and ethical conduct, Within government, it usually
means “good process”.
. . .

Victoria, a state in Australia, has developed a 1 2~pagedocument describing “best practices” for

“good process”. This document can be adopted with only a few modifications in many jurisdictions
in North America.
This person (they call a “Probity Auditor’) is often needed when:

the nature of the market place makes bidder grievances more likely (e.g. where commercial secrets are
commonplace, or where competition is particularly fierce).

~

Probity auditors are often highly experienced consultants.
This person, the Probi~Auditor, has three main roles:
to provide advice to government during a tendering process on probity~relatedissues, in order to establish
procedures which meet recognised probity standards and ensure that any problems or questions are dealt
with satisfactorily;

~

~

to provide independent scrutiny of the tendering process to ensure that prescribed processes are actually
adhered to; and

~

to provide a report at the end of the process which records an independent professional view of the way in
which it was managed, from a probity perspective.

Their Best Practice Advice provides specific guidance on critical topics:
The section entitled “Managing a good process”, deals with:
.
.
.
.
.
.
I

.
.

probity plans;
internal organisation and decision~makingprocesses;
confidentiality and disclosure;
proprietary information;
provision of information to bidders;

the RFT;
non-conforming bids;
dealing with conflicts of interest;
bid

evaluation and selection;

,

consultation within government;
establishing a probity culture; and

.

dealing with queries on probity.

S

Points to Watch & Areas of Risk deals with:
I

.
S

.
.
.

The need for consistency and continuity
Communications with bidders
Storage and distribution oftender information
Adherence to tender closing deadlines
Probity checks on

bidders
Changing bid parameters

.

Finalising the deal legal risks
Public announcements

I

Establishing clear trails of documentation (paper and electronic)

S

~tPIan

This web site also contains a link to a 25~pagetemplate for a Probity Plan to be completed as one
of the first project tasks.

I DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
.

2. PROBITY PRINCIPLES

8. DATA ROOM

3. DECISION MAKING PROCESS
10. COMMUNICATION WITH BIDDERS

I Go to:
2. Then, Click on:
VGPB PROCUREMENT POLICIES
3. Click on:
PROCUREMENT PLANNING POLICIES, Probity
.

4.Clickon:

~

Or go directly to:

http://www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/CA256C450016850B/O/8EF65B4FFO122063CA256C7E007D52A0?OpenDocument
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Enter my 1-year subscription (4 issues) to The RFP Report

~

InUS$60.OO InCanada$79,18
Payment Enclosed: ~ VISA ~ MC,
Card #:

~

I
I

____________________________

~

II

Mail to: Michael Asner Consulting
~
14941 23rd Avenue
I
Surrey, BC Canada V4A 9x2
I Phone
To order
immediately
please
I Fax
(604) 530-7881
I~
asner@compuserve.com
~J
-

~ AMEX
Exp. Date________________

Please Invoice me. My purchase order number is:______________________
Name__________________________________________________________

Title_______________________________________________________
Company________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Fax

Email_________________
~
___________________
understandimaycancel atanyti,ne ff1 am not satisfied and receive refundfor the mailedportion.
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